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Scientific qualifications: 

- Bachelor degree in literature- Ein Shams university- eastern languages department 

Ebro branch with grading of very good. 

- Diploma in Asian searches and studies comparative religions department at Asian 

searches and studies institute-Zagazig university with very good grading 1996. 

- Master in comparative religions- Zagazig university about the attitude of Islamic 

directions in Turkey towards the integrated movements in the fields of Arabic 

language and Islamic studies ( Imam Soliman Al-Halaby) as an example, with 

excellent grading 1997. 

- Ph.D. in comparative religions with degree of excellency 2000- Zagazig 

university about the relation among Turkey, Jews and Israel and it’s effect on the 

Arabian region. 

- Specialty; pro.  in comparative religions and eastern studies. 

Work occupations: 
- Previous dean of Asian searches and studies institute-Zagazig university. 

- Previous deputy of Asian searches and studies institute-Zagazig university for 

environment and community service. 

- Head of religions department in Asian searches and studies institute-Zagazig 

university. 

- Founder and manager of Israeli studies center -Zagazig university. 

- Current professor and Head of comparative religions department in the Asian 

institute and manager of Israeli studies center -Zagazig university. 

- Assistant General secretary of the Arabic association of Islamic arts and 

civilization. 

- Board member of the national council for women-Sharquia branch. 

Scientific committees: 
- Member of historian Arab union(Egypt ). 

- Member in the historical association (Egypt). 

- Chief of projects development unit -Zagazig university. 

- Representative for the families of special needs participants in the Egyptian 

private Olympics. 

Prizes and certificates of appreciation: 
- The scientific university prize for the best Ph.D. in the field of literature, science 

and humanitarian studies for the year 2001-2002 for it’s national and patriot 

importance, it’s title is the Jews and Turkish relationships and their effect on the 
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Arabic countries (ever since the rise of the Jews of Donma at 1648 till the end of 

the 20th century). 

- University encouragement prize in the field of literature, science and 

humanitarian studies for the year 2006-2007. 

- Collection of shields and certificates of appreciation in the field of cooperation 

with the scientific associations inside and outside Egypt. 

Scientific searches: 
- Islam attitude towards the believer of other god’s relegions.( Othman country as 

example). 

- Turkey between the Jews’ influence and the Arab reality in the past, present and 

future. 

- The role of the future university in directing a united religious speech. 

- The Kabala doctrine and it’s role in forming the contemporary Jews racist 

mentality.   

- The Economical study in the life of Ibrahim god’s prophet (study between Quran 

and the Torah). 

- The Asian in the Jews religious intellect (study the rising and doctrines). 

- The Maranos (the victorious Jews between Judaism and Christianity. 

-  Resurrection in the Jewish doctrine (study the thinking of Moussa son of 

Maimon). 

- The religious dialogue for world peace. 

- Communication among Islam and other religions. 

- Adam and Eve between Judaism and Islam. 

- The Jewish Orientalism. 

- The Jewish mysticism and it’s role in the contemporary settlement intellect. 

- The Satmar and the Israeli country project (argument about differences around the 

identity). 

- Woman in the religious currents in Israel. 

- Displacement in the Jewish religious thinking. 

- Letters symbolism and their effect in the contemporary Jewish explanation- 

criticizing, analytical study. 

- Moral evaluation for fair war. 

Books;  
- Turkish, Jewish relations and their effect on the Arabic countries. 

- Afghanistan between peace and war. 

- The reality of Donma Jewish in Turkey. 

- The role of Sufism in Islam spreading in middle Asia and Caucasian. 

- Woman veil between religions, modernism and globalization. 

- Prayer in the old legislations and the sky messages, Judaism- Christianity-Islam. 

- Secrets of Jews turned Christians in Andalusia.  

- Idris god’s prophet between the ancient Egypt, Judaism and Islam. 



- People getting closer is the date of civilizations, the invitation of the Islamic 

intellectual Fath Allah Kolen as an example. 

- The religious roots for the political struggle in Israel. 

Participated in many scientific conferences inside and outside Egypt and has 

many studies and articles in Arabic and other magazines and newspaper. 

Conferences; 
1- Participating by commenting on the searches of the 5th session in the 8th 

annual conference for the Asian study center in faculty of economy and 

political science-Cairo university with” title towards a new perspective to the 

Arabian Asian relations”.4-5/2/2003. 

2- Participating by Search with the title “Islam attitude towards people following 

other holy books”-Othman country as an example, in the philosophy and 

civilizations dialogue conference at 26-27/3/2003, held in faculty of literature-

Zagazig university. 

3- Participating by Search with the title The role of the future university in 

directing a united religious speech. In the 10th national conference with the 

title “ the future university in the Arabic country”27-28/12/2003 held in the 

hosting house-center of development of university education-Ein Shams 

university. 

4- Participating by Search with the title The idea of Judaism replacement and it’s 

role in forming the Jews mentality. Study the tribal thinking in the conference 

“Jews in the eastern studies”-Mansoura university 16/3/2004. 

5- Participating by Search with the title  The Economical study in the life of 

Ibrahim god’s prophet (study between Quran and the Torah). In the 

economical sides in the life of god’s prophets conference, at Saleh Kamel 

center for Islamic economy- Al Azhar university 10/4/2004. 

6- Represented Egypt in the 1st regional conference for the families of Olympic 

players for middle east and north Africa(national and social activity) Tunisia-

5-7/9/2004.  

7- Participating by Search with the title evidences of Sufism at sheikh Bdee Al 

Zaman-Saied Al Norsy in the seminar the Sufi side in Imam  Saied Al Norsy 

on 15/2/2006 in the religion origin college-Azhar university-Zagazig branch 

with Al Nur studies center in Istanbul. 

8- The 14th conference for Islamic philosophy- philosophy department- faculty of 

science house-Cairo university at 14-15/4/2009 with the title human in the 

Islamic intellect. 

9- The 15th conference for Islamic philosophy- philosophy department- faculty of 

science house-Cairo university at 18-19/4/2010 with the title the horizon of 

interaction between the Islamic intellect and the western intellect. 

10- Participating by Search  in Algeria conference with the title a hundred years 

on the Alawy Sufi way- hope planting at 25-31/7/2009. 

11- The 1st international conference for Islamic art and civilization in Sharm-El 

Shiekh, with search title dialogue against terrorism 2015. 



12- Participating by Search with the title” the functional role of women against 

terrorism” at the international conference in Brussel at 15-16/3 countering 

violent extremism: Mujahada and Muslims responsibility. Held by the 

Catholic university at Lovan city-Brussel –Belgium. 

13-  Participating by Search with the title” Jewish strategy in the Mediterranean 

issues “ in the international conference of Bussan university for foreign 

studies at southern Korea at 24-26/3/2016 with the title Expanding the frontier 

of the  Mediterranean. 

14- Participating by Search with the title” useful lessons in the culture of religious 

dialogue and humanization of civilization in the 2nd international conference 

for the Arabic association for  Islamic art and civilization which was held in 

Luxor city-Egypt 26-30/2016 with the title” the mutual effects among humane 

civilizations”. 

15- Search with the title” scientific research and it’s role against facing 

terrorism” conference of the Islamic universities league in cooperation with 

Prince Naief son of Soad university with the title the role of universities 

against terrorism-Riyadh at 11-12/4/2017.  


